Personalizing surgical margins in retroperitoneal sarcomas: an update.
Introduction: Tumor biology, as well as completeness of surgical resection, are two important prognostic factors when treating retroperitoneal sarcoma (RPS). A frontline extended surgical approach is associated with improved local control and possibly improved survival. However, this approach has to be tailored to each histological subtype, as the patterns of growth and recurrence risks vary significantly among them. Areas covered: We provide a review of the literature in RPS, describing the behavior of each of the five main histologic subtypes: well-differentiated liposarcoma (WDLPS), dedifferentiated liposarcoma (DDLPS), leiomyosarcoma (LMS), solitary fibrous tumor (SFT) and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST). The prognostic factors relevant to oncologic outcomes of RPS, the role of margins and the importance of local control are discussed. Finally, a histologic specific surgical approach to RPS is provided in detail. Expert opinion: While tumor-related factors are paramount, the only intervenable predictive factor is extent and quality of surgery. The extended surgical approach has been advocated for previously and again we describe it in more detail, tailored specifically to the tumor subtype. The aim of this approach is to maximize the possibility of achieving a complete resection through a standardized approach based on histologic behavior and site of origin.